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Abstract

In many real-life applications of interval computations, the desired quantities appear (in a good
approximation to reality) as a solution to a system of interval linear equations. It is known that such
systems are dicult to solve (NP-hard) but still algorithmically solvable. If instead of the (approximate)
interval linear systems, we consider more realistic (and more general) formulations, will the corresponding
problems still be algorithmically solvable? We consider three natural generalizations of interval linear
systems: to conditions which are more general than linear systems, to multi-intervals instead of intervals,
and to dynamics (di erential and di erence equations) instead of statics (linear and algebraic equations).
We show that the problem is still algorithmically solvable for non-linear systems and even for more general
conditions, and it is still solvable if we consider linear or non-linear systems with multi-intervals instead
of intervals. However, generalized conditions with multi-interval uncertainty are already algorithmically
unsolvable. For dynamics: di erence equations are still algorithmically solvable, di erential equations
are, in general, unsolvable.

1 Informal Introduction: Why Interval Systems, and Why Go
Beyond Interval Systems

Why systems. In many real-life situations, we are interested in the values of physical quantities x1 : : : xn
which are dicult (or even impossible) to measure directly: e.g., we cannot directly measure the distance
to a star, or the amount of oil in a well. Since me cannot measure xj directly, we have to measure them
indirectly, by rst measuring some auxiliary quantities y1  : : : ym which are, in a known way, related to the
desired quantities xj , and then using the known relations to reconstruct xj from the measured values yek .
For example, to measure the distance to a star of a known spectral type, we measure its visible brightness
and thus, reconstruct the distance to measure the amount of oil, we, e.g., place ultrasonic sources in the
well and measure the responses, etc.
In many practical cases, the relations between xj and yk take the form of explicit equations
fi (x1  : : : xm  y1  : : : ym ) = 0 (usually, with polynomial fi ) so, to reconstruct xj , we must solve the corresponding system of equations with n unknowns x1 : : : xn.
Why linear systems. If we know the exact values of yi , we get a system of equations Fi(x1 : : : xn) = 0
with unknowns x1  : : : xn. Often, we know approximate values x(0)
j of the desired quantities in this case, all
(0)
we need to know is the dierence xj = xj ; xj between the actual value xi and the known approximation
(0)
x(0)
j . Substituting xj = xj + xj into the equations Fi = 0, we get the new equations Gi ( x1 : : : xn) = 0
with new unknowns x1 : : : xn. If the known approximate values are accurate enough, then the dierences
xj are small hence, we can expand the functions Gi into Taylor series and ignorePterms which are quadratic
in xj (or of higher order). Thus, we end up with a system of linear equations aij  xj = gi.
There exist feasible algorithms for solving linear systems. Since the goal of this paper is to analyze
computational complexity and algorithmic solvability of dierent problems, we must mention that linear
systems are easy to solve: known algorithms for solving these systems are feasible (polynomial-time), i.e.,
their running time is bounded by a polynomial of the length (= bit size) of the input (see, e.g., 1]).
Why interval systems. As we have mentioned before, if we know the exact values of yi , then after
substituting these values into the original polynomial equations fi (x1 : : : xn y1 : : : ym ) = 0, we get a
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system of polynomial equations Fi (x1 : : : xn) = 0, in which the coecients of each polynomial Fi are
functions of yj .
In real life, measurements are not 100% accurate, so after measuring each quantity yi , we do not get the
exact value of yi we often get only the interval y of possible values of yi . As a result, instead of a system of
polynomial equations with exactly known coecients, we have a system of polynomial equations in which we
only know the intervalsPof possible values of these coecients. In particular, for a linear system, we get an
interval linear system aij  xj = gi , with intervals aij and gi , and we are interested in describing the set
of all possible values xj , i.e., the set of all possible solutions of linear systems with aij 2 aij and gi 2 gi.
In particular, for each of the variables xj , we are interested in the smallest and largest possible values of
xj .
Interval linear systems are algorithmically solvable, but hard to solve. It is know that interval
linear systems are algorithmically solvable: there exists an algorithm for nding the desired smallest and
largest values of xj (see, e.g., 7]) such an algorithm can be, e.g., obtained as a particular case of TarskiSeidenberg algorithm (see e.g., 7] later in this paper, we will describe this algorithm in some more detail).
The above algorithm takes a very long time namely, its worst-case running time increases exponentially
(or even faster) with the length (= bit size) of the input. This complexity is caused not only by the ineciency
of this algorithm, but by the complexity of the problem itself: this problem is known to be NP-hard (see,
e.g., 6, 8, 9, 7]). Crudely speaking, NP-hard means that under a natural hypothesis (P6=NP) in which
computer scientists believe, every algorithm for solving this problem requires, in the worst case, at least
exponential time (for precise de nitions, see, e.g., 3, 7]). Since, e.g., 2300 is larger than the lifetime of the
Universe divided by the smallest known physically possible time quantum, this worst-case exponential time
means that for every algorithm, there exist reasonable-size problems (e.g., of size n = 300), for which this
algorithm will, for all practical purposes, never nd the solution.
Beyond linear interval systems: what is feasible and what is algorithmically solvable? Linear
interval systems are already hard to solve, but, as we have indicated before, they are often simply approximations to the actual systems. It is therefore desirable to nd out how hard are these \actual" systems.
We cannot expect these more general systems to be easier to solve than interval linear ones, but at least we
would like to know whether they are still algorithmically solvable, i.e., whether there still exist algorithms
for solving such systems (maybe algorithms with fast-growing worst-case running times). This is what we
plan to analyze in this paper.
How can actual conditions on the unknown values xj be dierent from a system of interval linear equations?
 First, equations may be more complicated than linear ones, i.e., we can have non-linear interval systems,
i.e., polynomial systems of the type Fi(x1  : : : xn) = 0. In 7], we have shown even for exact coecients,
such systems are NP-hard (but algorithmically solvable), and that they remain algorithmically solvable
for polynomial systems with interval coecients.
 Second, we may have more general conditions than simply a system of equations. For example, when
we formulate a system of equations, we assume that all measurements are reliable. It can happen that
some measurement results can be way o. In such cases, the equations which describe the relation
between these measurement results and the desired values xj , may be false. If we know that a certain
portion (e.g., 1%) of equations may be wrong, we may want to look for the set of all possible solutions
of all systems obtained from the original one by deleting this portion (1%) of equations. How dicult
is this problem? Is it still solvable? What if we have even more complicated conditions, e.g., if we
know that the desired values xj must satisfy some additional property?
 Third, the uncertainty in yi (and thus, the uncertainty in the coecients) can be of a more general
type than simply an interval of possible values:
{ we may have an innite intervals: e.g., if we know the the resistance R is between 0 and 0.01
Ohm, we can thus conclude that the possible values of the conductivity c = 1=R form an in nite
interval 100 1)
{ we may have a multi-interval, i.e., a nite union of intervals for example, if we know that v2
belongs to the interval 1 4], then possible values of v form a multi-interval ;2 ;1]  1 2].
 Finally, we may want to take into consideration that the above description of the relations between
xj and yk is static (not depending on time), while in reality, this dependence (and the corresponding
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conditions on xj ) may be time-dependent in precise terms, instead of a system of algebraic equations,
we may have a system of dierential or dierence equations.
Of these four directions, the rst (as we have already mentioned) is already analyzed in 7] in this paper,
we will complete this analysis by analyzing the questions of feasibility and algorithmic solvability in the
remaining three directions.

2 Important Particular Case of Generalized Conditions: Systems of Equations, Some of Which May Be Wrong
Denition 1. Let " > 0 be a real number, and let a system of N equations, with unknowns x1 : : : xn be
given.
 We say that a vector (x1  : : : xn) is an (1 ; ")-solution to the given system if it satises at least (1 ; ")  N
of these equations.
 We say that the system is (1 ; ")-consistent if it has a (1 ; ")-solution.

Comment. When a system is given, a natural question is: is this system (1 ; ")-consistent? If it is, then it

is natural, for each of the unknowns xj , to nd the interval of its possible values, i.e., the interval xj  xj ]
formed by the xj = inf xj and xj = sup xj , where inf and sup are taken over all possible (1 ; ")-solutions.
It turns out that both problems are NP-hard:
Proposition 1. Let " = p=q be an arbitrary rational number from the interval (0 0:5). Then, the following
two problems are NP-hard:
 Given a system of N linear equations (with rational coe cients), check whether this system is (1 ; ")consistent.
 Given an (1 ; ")-consistent system of N linear equations, and an integer j from 1 to n, nd the smallest
and the largest possible values of xj for all possible (1 ; ")-solutions.
Comment. For readers' convenience, all the proofs are placed in the special proofs section.

3 General Case of Interval Conditions

Motivations. How can we describe general conditions? If we know the exact equations Fi(x1  : : : xn) = 0,

then the desired solution as a vector (x1 : : : xn) which satis es all these equations, i.e., for which the
following formula is true:
F1(x1 : : : xn) = 0 & F2 (x1 : : : xn) = 0 & : : : & FN (x1 : : : xn) = 0:
If we only know the intervals yi = y i  yi ] of possible values of the quantities yi , then we are interested in
nding all possible solutions which correspond to dierent yi 2 yi , i.e., we are interested in the set of all
vectors x1 : : : xn which satisfy the following property:
9y1 : : : 9ym (y1 2 y1 & : : : & ym 2 ym &
f1 (x1 : : : xn y1 : : : ym ) = 0 & : : : & fN (x1 : : : xn y1 : : : ym ) = 0):
In dierent practical problems, we can have more complicated conditions: e.g., in control, we may be interested in nding the control values which stabilize the given system for all possible values of the parameters
within the given interval in optimal control, we may look for the control which is not only guaranteed to
stabilize, but which is also the best (in some precise sense) among all the stabilizing controls, etc. Dierent
formulations of this type were analyzed by Shary (see, e.g., 13]) who showed that the conditions corresponding to these problems can be described by adding quanti ers \for all" and \exists" to elementary formulas.
Crudely speaking, if we are interested in the set of possible values of y, we are interested in values y for
which 9xj such that the given equations are true if we want a control y that leads to stability for all possible
values xj , we use a universal quanti er 8xj .
Let us formalize this idea:
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Denition 2. By a generalized interval condition, we mean a formula in the following language Lint :
 We start with variables x, y, z, ..., that run over real numbers, variables x y : : : that run over






intervals, and with all rational numbers p=q as constants.
From variables for real numbers and constants, we can form expressions by applying addition and
multiplication. For example, x  x + y  y, or any polynomial expression P (x1 : : : xn), is an expression
in this sense.
From expressions t, t , ..., we can form elementary formulas of the type t = t , t 6= t , t > t , t < t ,
t t , and t t . For example, x  x + y  y = z  z or Fi(x1  : : : xn) = 0 are elementary formulas in our
language.
We also consider elementary formulas of the type t 2 x, where t is an expression, and x is an interval
variable.
From elementary formulas, we can form formulas by applying logical connectives & (\and"), _ (\or"),
! (\implies"), $ (\equivalent"), : (\not"), and quantiers 8x, 9x, 8x, and 9x.
A formula is called a generalized interval condition if its only free variables are variables x1  : : : xn for
real numbers (i.e., if all interval variables are bound by quantiers).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Comment. In this de nition, the only elementary formulas involving intervals were formulas t 2 x. In

principle, we can consider other interval-related elementary formulas like x  y, or x + y = z however, one
can easily see that allowing these new elementary formulas will not change the de nition of a generalized
interval conditions, because these formulas can be reformulated in terms of already existing ones:
 by de nition of a subset, x  y is equivalent to 8z (z 2 x ! z 2 y)
 by de nition of the interval sum, x + y = z is equivalent to

8x8y8z ((z 2 z) $ 9x9y (x 2 x & y 2 y & z = x + y)):

Denition 3.
 We say that real numbers x1 : : : xn form a solution of a generalized interval condition F (x1 : : : xn)
if, after substituting these numbers into a formula, we get a true statement.
 We say that a generalized interval condition is consistent if it has a solution.

Comment. Since interval linear equations are a particular case of generalized interval conditions, and solving

interval linear equations is NP-hard, solving generalized interval conditions is also an NP-hard problem.
The question is: is it algorithmically solvable? Our answer is: Yes. This result is not completely trivial,
because, as we will see in the following sections, for multi-intervals, a similar problem becomes algorithmically
unsolvable.
Proposition 2. There exists an algorithm which, given a generalized interval condition with n real variables:

 checks whether this condition is consistent, and
 if the condition is consistent, returns, for every j from 1 to n, the smallest xj and the largest xj of
values of xj for all possible solutions of this condition.
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4 Systems of Equations (and Generalized Conditions) under
Multi-Interval Uncertainty

Denition 4.
 By a generalized interval, we mean an open, closed, semi-open, or innite interval, i.e., one of the
following sets: a b], (a b), (a b], a b), a 1), (a 1), (;1 a], (;1 a], and (;1 1).
 By a multi-interval, we mean a nite union of generalized intervals.
 By a multi-interval algebraic system, we mean a system of N equations fi (x1  : : : xn y1  : : : ym ) = 0,
1 i N, where fi are polynomials with rational coe cients, together with multi-intervals yk ,
1 k m. The variables x1 : : : xn are called unknowns.
 We say that a vector (x1  : : : xn) is a solution to a multi-interval algebraic system if there exist yk 2 yk
for which all N equations fi = 0 are true.
 We say that a multi-interval linear system is consistent if it has a solution.

Proposition 3.
 There exists an algorithm which, given a multi-interval algebraic system, checks whether this system is

consistent.
 For every consistent multi-interval algebraic system with unknowns x1 : : : xn, and for every j from 1
to n, the set of values xj , corresponding to dierent solutions (x1  : : : xn) to this system, is a multiinterval.
 There exists an algorithm which, given a multi-interval algebraic system with unknowns x1 : : : xn, and
an integer j from 1 to n, returns the multi-interval of values xj corresponding to dierent solutions to
this system.

Comment. In other words, for each j, we can compute the set xj =

fxj j 9x1 : : : 9xj 1 9xj +1 : : : 9xn ((x1  : : : xn) form a solution to the system)g:
;

For more general conditions, computing solutions is algorithmically undecidable. Namely, we can describe
generalized multi-interval conditions as formulas from the language Lmult which is de ned as in De nition
2, with the only exception that instead of variables for intervals, we now have variables for multi-intervals.

Proposition 4.
 No algorithm is possible for checking whether a generalized multi-interval condition is consistent or

not.
 No algorithm is possible which would return, for each consistent generalized multi-interval condition, a
vector (x1  : : : xn) which satises this condition.

The results from Propositions 2{4 (as well as the previously known results, cited in 7]) can be represented
by the following table:
Linear
systems

(Exact)
Real numbers
Feasible

Intervals

Algorithmically
solvable but
NP-hard
Polynomial Algorithmically Algorithmically
systems
solvable but
solvable but
NP-hard
NP-hard
Generalized Algorithmically Algorithmically
conditions solvable but
solvable but
NP-hard
NP-hard
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Multi-intervals
Algorithmically
solvable but
NP-hard
Algorithmically
solvable but
NP-hard
Not
algorithmically
solvable

5 Dynamic Systems: Di erential and Di erence Equations
In interval linear systems, we do not take dynamics into consideration. What if we do? Then, instead of a
system, we get a system of dierence or dierential equations. If we know the exact initial conditions, then
the problem of solving a dierential equation is, given the initial state s(T0 ), to compute the state s(T ) at
some future moment of time T. With interval uncertainty, we only have an interval information about the
initial state, and we may be able to predict only the interval information about the resulting state. Hence,
we get the following problem:
Denition 5. Let n be a positive integer.
 By a state, we mean a tuple s = (x1  : : : xn) of n real numbers.
 By a interval state, we mean a tuple s = (x1  : : : xn ) of n generalized intervals.
 We say that a state s = (x1  : : : xn) is consistent with the interval state s = (x1  : : : xn ) if xi 2 xi
for all i from 1 to n.
 By a polynomial dynamical system, we mean a tuple (n P1 : : : Pn) of n polynomials of n variables
x1 : : : xn.
 Let T0 < T be two integers. We say that a function s(t) = (x1(t) : : : xn(t) which maps integers t from
T0 to T to states is a discrete-time solution of the dynamical system if for every t from T0 to T ; 1,
and for every i, xi (t + 1) = Pi(x1 (t) : : : xn(t)).
 Let T0 < T be two rational numbers. We say that a function s(t) = (x1 (t) : : : xn(t) from real
numbers t 2 T0 T] to states is a continuous-time solution of the dynamical system if for every t and
i, x_ i (t) = Pi(x1 (t) : : : xn(t)) (where x_ i(t) denotes time derivative).
 By the problem of solving a system of dierence equations under interval uncertainty, we mean the
following problem: given a polynomial dynamical system, two integers T0 < T , and two interval states
s(0) and s, check whether the given dynamical system has a discrete-time solution for which s(T0 ) is
consistent with s(0) , and s(T) is consistent with s.
 By the problem of solving a system of dierential equations under interval uncertainty, we mean the
following problem: given a polynomial dynamical system, two rational numbers T0 < T, and two
interval states s(0) and s, check whether the given dynamical system has a continuous-time solution
for which s(T0 ) is consistent with s(0), and s(T) is consistent with s.

Proposition 5.
 The problem of solving a system of dierence equations under interval uncertainty is algorithmically
solvable.
 The problem of solving a system of dierential equations under interval uncertainty is not algorithmically solvable.

Comment. Whether the problem is algorithmically solvable or not depends on whether we consider discrete

or continuous time. In 7], it is shown, in essence, that if we consider discrete space (i.e., each of the variables
xi which only take integer values), then the problem also becomes algorithmically unsolvable. Thus, the case
of continuous space and discrete time is the only algorithmically solvable case. We can express both results
in a following table:
Discrete time
Not algorithmically
solvable
Continuous space Algorithmically
solvable
Discrete space
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Continuous time
Not algorithmically
solvable
Not algorithmically
solvable

6 Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. Let us rst prove NP-hardness of checking (1 ; ")-consistency. To prove NP-

hardness of this problem, we will reduce one of the problems which are already known to be NP-hard to
our problem namely, we will reduce the following PARTITION problem: Given n integers s1  : : : sn , check
whether there exist values x1  : : : xn 2 f;1 1g for which s1  x1 + : : : + sn  xn = 0 (see, e.g., 3, 7]). Let us
show that if we can solve our original problem, then we can solve every instance of PARTITION problem as
well. Indeed, let an instance of the PARTITION problem be given. Then, we can take N = q  n, and the
following system of equations:
 an equation s1  x1 + : : : + sn  xn = 0 repeated (1 ; 2")  N = (q ; 2p)  n times
 for each j from 1 to n, the equations xj = 1 and xj = ;1, each repeated p times.
For each j, we have 2p equations therefore, the total number of equations corresponding to all j is equal to
n  (2p) = 2"  N. So, totally, we indeed have (1 ; 2")  N + 2"  N = N equations.
For each j, at most one of the equations xj = 1 and xj = ;1 can be true this means that in all possible
cases, for each j, at least q equations corresponding to this j are false. Thus, for all j from 1 to n, at least
n  2q = N  " equations are false. Hence, for every vector xj , at most (1 ; ")  N equations are true. Thus, the
only way to make at least (1 ; ")  N = N ; "  N equations true is to make sure that exactly "  N equations
are true. This means that for each j, one of the equations xj = 1 or xj = ;1 is true (i.e., that xj 2 f;1 1g),
and that the equation s1  x1 + : : : + sn  xn = 0 is true. In other words, this means that x1 : : : xn form a
solution to the PARTITION problem.
Vice versa, any solution to the PARTITION problem satis es (1 ; ")  N equation and is, thus, a (1 ; ")solution to our system of equations. Thus, our system is (1 ; ")-consistent if and only if the original instance
of the PARTITION problem has a solution. The reduction is completed. Thus, the problem of checking
(1 ; ")-consistency is indeed NP-hard.
Let us now prove that the problem of computing xj and xj is also NP-hard. We will reduce the same
PARTITION problem to our new problem. For any instance of the PARTITION problem, we will design
the following system of N = q  (n + 1) equations with n + 1 unknowns v1  : : : vn+1:
 an equation s1  v1 + : : : + sn  vn + sn+1  vn+1 = sn+1 repeated (1 ; 2")  N = (q ; 2p)  (n + 1) times,
where we denoted sn+1 = ;0:5  (s1 + : : : + sn ) and
 for each j from 1 to n + 1, the equations vj = 1 and vj = ;1, each repeated p times.
For each j, we have 2p equations therefore, the total number of equations corresponding to all j is equal to
(n + 1)  (2p) = 2"  N. So, totally, we indeed have (1 ; 2")  N + 2"  N = N equations.
This system is (1 ; ")-consistent because it has a (1 ; ")-solution v1 = : : : = vn = 1, vn+1 = ;1. Let
us show that for this system, v n+1 = 1 or vn+1 = ;1, and vn+1 = 1 if and only if the original instance of
the PARTITION problem has a solution. Indeed, as in the rst part, for any (1 ; ")-solution, for each j, we
must have vj = 1 or vj = ;1, and we must also have s1  v1 + : : : + sn  vn + sn+1  vn+1 = sn+1 . Since vn+1
can only take values 1 and ;1, the only possible values of v n+1 are ;1 and 1. The only possibility for it to
take the value 1 is when vn+1 = 1 for some (1 ; ")-solution. In this case, from the last equation, we conclude
that s1  v1 + : : :+ sn  vn = 0, i.e., that the values vj 2 f;1 1g form a solution to the original instance of the
PARTITION problem. The reduction is complete and thus, the problem of computing vj is also NP-hard.
The proposition is proven.
Comment. A similar NP-hardness result, for linear systems over the nite eld Z=2Z, was recently proven
in 4] (see also 15]).
Proof of Proposition 2. Tarski-Seidenberg algorithm 14, 12, 7] handles formulas from the language which
is very similar to the one we have described, but with no variables for intervals this language (we will denote
it by Lreal ) is called rst order theory of real numbers. Namely, this algorithm does the following:
 For any formula from Lreal without any free variables, this algorithm checks whether the given formula
is true or not.
 For any formula with free variables x1  : : : xn, the algorithm generates an equivalent formula without
quanti ers, i.e., a formula which is obtained from elementary formulas of the type P(x1 : : : xn) = 0,
Q(x1 : : : xn) 0, R(x1 : : : xn) > 0, with polynomial P, Q, R, : : :, by logical connectives _, &,
:. (The main algorithmic advantage of this equivalent representation is that for any given rational
7

numbers x1 : : : xn, it was not clear how to check whether the original formula was true, but checking
the new formula is straightforward.)
We want to apply this algorithm to our case as well. For this, we will show that each formula from Lint
can be reformulated as an equivalent formula from the language Lreal . Since Lint is obtained from Lreal by
adding interval variables, we must, therefore, for this reformulation to be successful, somehow \get rid" of
interval variables. This is rather easy to do:
 each interval variable x = x x] can be represented as a pair of real variables x, x with an additional
condition x x and
 each elementary formula of the type t 2 x can be reformulated as x t & t x.
The reduction is complete, and thus, the proposition is proven.
Proof of Proposition 3. In this proof, we will use the same Tarski-Seidenberg theorem which we used in
the proof of Proposition 2. We want to describe the set of all solutions to a multi-interval linear system. The
only part of the de nition of this solution which is not already in the language Lreal is the formula yk 2 yk
for a multi-interval yk . Therefore, if we want to describe the notion of a solution in Lreal , we must describe
this formula in Lreal .
By de nition, a multi-interval is a nite union of generalized intervals: yk = S1  : : :  Sp . Thus, the
formula yk 2 yk = S1  : : :Sp can be reformulated as yk 2 S1 _ : : : _ yk 2 Sp . For each generalized
interval Sq , we can easily reformulate the formula yk 2 Sq in terms of Lreal : e.g., yk 2 (a b) is equivalent to
a < yk & yk < b yk 2 (a 1) is equivalent to a < yk , etc. Thus, the condition that x1 : : : xn form a solution
of a multi-interval algebraic system can be reformulated in Lreal . Thus, consistency of a system, i.e., the
fact that 9x1 : : : 9xn for which (x1  : : : xn) form a solution, is also equivalent to a formula from Lreal , and
Tarski's algorithm can decide whether the resulting formula is true or not (and thus, whether the original
system was consistent).
Similarly, the condition that xj 2 xj (i.e., that 9x1 : : : 9xj 19xj +19xn for which
(x1 : : : xj 1 xj  xj +1 : : : xn) is a solution) can also reformulated in Lreal . Thus, if we apply TarskiSeidenberg algorithm to the resulting formula, we will get a quanti er-free equivalent formula that describes
the same condition xj 2 xj , i.e., a formula which is a logical combination of elementary formulas of the type
P(x) = 0, Q(x) 0, and R(x) > 0, where P(x), Q(x), and R(x) are polynomials with rational coecients.
For each such polynomial, we can compute the roots, and each condition can be expressed as x belonging
to a nite union of generalized intervals with these roots as endpoints. Thus, each of these conditions denes a multi-interval and therefore, their logical combination also de nes a multi-interval, with computable
endpoints. The proposition is proven.
Proof of Proposition 4. In this proof, we will use the result of Matiyasevich et al. 10, 11, 2] that no
algorithm is possible to solve Diophantine equations with 13 variable, i.e., no algorithm can decide whether
a formula
9x1 : : : 9x13(x1 2 N) & : : : & (x13 2 N) & Q(x1  : : : x13) = 0]
is true, where N denotes the set of all natural numbers and Q is a polynomial with integer coecients. (This
result solved tenth Hilbert problem 5].)
We want to re-formulate the above formula as an equivalent muti-interval formula. The only part that
needs to be reformulated is the part x 2 N. Let us show that this formula is equivalent to the following
formula from Lmult : 8x P (x) ! x 2 x] where by P (x), we denoted the following formula:
;

;

0 2 x & 8y (y 2 x ! 9z (z = y + 1 & z 2 z)):
Let us show that these formulas are indeed equivalent.
First, let us assume that x 2 N. Then, if the multi-interval x satis es the property P(x), this means
that it contains 0, and with every element y, it also contains z = y + 1. By induction, we can conclude that
x contains all natural numbers, and therefore, that x 2 x.
Second, let us assume that x satis es the above property from Lmult . Let us then prove that x is a
natural number. Indeed, let us denote n = djxje + 1 then, n is a natural number for which x < n. Let us
now take the following multi-interval: x = 0 0]  1 1]  : : :  n ; 1 n ; 1]  n 1). It is easy to check
that x satis es the property P (x), and therefore, we can conclude that x 2 x. We know that x < n, and by
the de nition of x, the only elements from x which are smaller than n are natural numbers 0 1 : : : n ; 1.
Hence, x is a natural number.
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Since the formula xi 2 N can be reformulated in Lmult , we can thus reformulate the original Matiyasevich's formula in this language. Therefore, the problem of checking whether a given formula from Lmult
is true is not algorithmically solvable: because if it was, we could apply the algorithm to translations of
Matiyasevich formulas, which constradicts to Matiyasevich's result.
To complete the proof, let us show that checking consistency and computing solutions are also algorithmically un-solvable tasks.
 For any formula F without free variables, we can form a generalized multi-intervalcondition F & x1 = 1.
This condition is consistent if and only if the formula F is true since it is impossible to check whether
a formula is true, it is also impossible to check whether a given condition is consistent.
 Similarly, for any formula F without free variables, we can form a generalized condition (F & x1 =
1) _ (:F & x1 = 0). This condition is consistent, because no matter whether F is true or not, we have
a solution (either x1 = 1 or x1 = 0). However, if we could have an algorithm for producing a solution,
we would then be able to tell whether the formula F is true or not, and we already know that this is
impossible. Thus, no algorithm can always compute a solution.
The proposition is proven.
Comment. If, instead of allowing multi-intervals with arbitrary number of components, we set an upper
bound B on the number of components, then we can express each formula x 2 x in terms of Lreal (as we did
in the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3), and hence, both problems (of checking consistency and of computing
the solution) become algorithmically solvable.
Proof of Proposition 5. For discrete time, algorithmical solvability follows from the applicability of
Tarski-Seidenberg algorithm, because in discrete-time case, we have nitely many (n  (T +1 ; T0 )) variables
xi (t), 1 i n, T0 i T , and the relation between these variables (dynamical and consistency at T0 and
T) can be easily reformulated in the language Lreal .
Let us show that for continuous time, the problem is not algorithmically solvable. We will show that it is
not solvable even for the simplest case T0 = 0 and T = 1. For this proof, we will use the same Matiyasevich's
result as in the proof of Proposition 4. According to this result, no algorithm can tell whether a given
polynomial equation Q(n1 : : : n13) = 0 (with integer coecients) has a solution in which all the values ni
are natural numbers. It is also known (see, e.g., 2]) that a similar negative result holds if we are looking for
integer solutions (not necessarily non-negative integer). Indeed, it is known that each natural number can be
represented as a sum of four squares of integers: ni = vi2 1 +: : :+ vi2 4. Thus, the equation Q(n1 : : : n13) = 0
has a natural-number solution if and only if the equation R(v11  : : : v134) = 0 has an integer solution, where
2 + : : : + v2 ):
R = Q(v121 + : : : + v124 : : : v13
1
134
Let us show that for every polynomial R(v1  : : : vm ) with integer coecients, the existence of an integer
solution can be reduced to solving an appropriate system of dierential equations. This new system will
have:
 n = 3m + 3 variables v1 : : : vm , v0, p, s, c, si and ci (1 i m)
 the following equations: v_ i = 0, v_ 0 = R(v1 : : : vm ), p_ = 0, s_ = p  c, c_ = ;p  s, s_i = vi  p  ci , and
c_i = ;vi  p  si
 initial interval state, in which v1 = : : : = vm = (;1 1), v0 = 0 0], p = 3 4], s = s1 = : : : = sm =
0 0], and c = c1 = : : : = cm = 1 1]
 nal interval state, in which v1 = : : : = vm = (;1 1), v0 = 0 0], p = 3 4], s = s1 = : : : = sm =
0 0], and c = c1 = : : : = cm = (;1 1).
Let us show that this problem has a solution if and only if the equation R(v1  : : : vm ) = 0 has an integer
solution.
Indeed, if the equation R = 0 has an integer solution v1  : : : vm , then we can take vi (t) = vi , v0 (t) = 0,
p(t) = , s(t) = sin(  t), c(t) = cos(  t), si (t) = sin(  vi  t), and ci (t) = cos(  vi  t). One can easily
check that this state is indeed a solution to the above system of dierential equations, and that the states
s(T0 and s(T) are consistent with the given interval states.
Vice versa, let us assume that the problem of solving a dierentuial equation has a solution. Since v_i = 0,
the values vi (t) do not change in time. Let us show that these values satisfy the equation R(v1 : : : vm ) = 0,
and that they are integers. Indeed, since vi = const, we have R(v1 : : : vm ) = const, and therefore, v0 (t) =
v0 (0) + t  R(v1 : : : vm ) for all t in particular, v0 (1) = v0(0) + R(v1  : : : vm ). From the consistency with the
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interval states, we know that v0(0) = v0 (1) = 0, therefore, we can conclude that R(v1  : : : vm ) = 0. So, to
complete our proof, it suces to show that all the values vi are integers.
To prove this, let us rst prove that p = . Indeed, from p_ = 0, we conclude that p is a constant. Now,
from the equations s_ = p  c and c_ = ;p  s, we conclude that both s(t) and c(t) are linear combinations of
the functions sin(p  t) and cos(p  t). From the initial conditions s(0) = 0 and c(0) = 1, we conclude that
s(t) = sin(p  t) and c(t) = cos(p  t). Now, from the consistency with the nal condition s(1) = 0 0], we
conclude that sin(p) = 0, i.e., that p = k   for some inetger k. Since we know that p 2 p = 3 4], the only
possibility is k = 1, i.e., p = .
Similarlly, from the facts that p and vi are constants, and from the dierential equations s_i = vi  p  ci
and c_i = ;vi  p  si and the initial conditions si (0) = 0 and ci(0) = 1, we conclude that si (t) = sin(vi  p  t)
and ci = cos(vi  p  t). Thus, from the consistentcy with the nal state, we conclude that si (1) = 0 and
therefore, that sin(vi  p) = sin(vi  ) = 0. This means that vi is an integer. The reduction is proven, and so
is the proposition.
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